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Abstract— The project idea is to implement the speaker verification system on Field programmable gate array (FPGA). The design 

of the VFPU should be performed in order to ensure the capacity of the system to work in real time and to speedup the resolution of 

any vector floating-point operation involved in verification algorithm. The verification process was carried out by configuring 

Microblaze with the scalar floating-point unit provided by Xilinx. The experimental result show that when comparing our proposed 

system against both systems, the number of clock cycles is reduced. The main advantage of the VFPU is its flexibility, which allows 

quick  adaptation of the software to the potential changes produced in both the system and the user requirements. The algorithm was 

tested over a public database that contains the utterances of different users acquired under different environmental conditions, 

providing good recognition rates. Throughput is increased by reducing the execution time. 
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I.INTRODUCTION  

SPEAKER verification system over the telephone has attracted much attention, primarily because of the rapid increase in the 

electronic banking and electronic commerce. Although substantial progress in telephone-based speaker verification has been 

made, two issues have making difficulties on something to happen the pace of development. First, the quality or condition to 

mobile phone variations remains a challenge: transducer variability could result in relating to sound or sense of hearing 

mismatches between the speech data gathered from different mobile phone. Second, the accuracy of mobile phone  

identification is a concern: a wrong identification for the mobile phone used by the speaker can result in wrong mobile phone 

compensation. To enhance the quality of these speaker verification systems, handset compensation and identification techniques 

are able to replacable. 

 

   The verification process is achieved by making the sound  or pronouncing statements in several seconds in length. The 

flexibility of a software implementation happening in a short time development of applications using fixed hardware 

architectures. Note that any change introduced in any of the parameters that leads to desiging the entire system again or change 

the techniques at different ways. These limitations can be partially achieved by adding a floating-point unit (FPU) as part of the 

FPGA design. However, most of the proposed FPUs only include basic arithmetic operations (mul, add, sub and div). 

 

   Although the FPU is able to find the solution for these computations, the time needed for their calculation could be 

sufficiently accelerated if a vector floating-point unit (VFPU) is used. The system consists of the Xilinx, and a VFPU that 

calculates any vector operation defined in floating-point format. The architecture of the VFPU is relating to a generic, so that it 

can be easily suitable for other soft-core microprocessors or FPGA families. The main feature of the VFPU is its flexibility, 

which provides the possibility of easily introducing modifications in the algorithm or including new processing stages. In the 

some case of a speaker verification system, such flexibility allows designing the VFPU easily and number of bits used for the 

results of arranging in a systematic form or codes of the input samples or the number of coefficients included in the feature 

vector. Furthermore, in applications in which samples of voice are affected by environmental conditions (background noise, 

distortion, etc.), or users have a remarkable common characteristic in their voice (due to age, prosodic features, etc.), changes in 

the parameters can be quickly introduced for adapting the system to such particular characteristics in order to improve the 

recognition rates. 
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II. VFPU ARCHITECTURE 

 

   VFPU stands for Vector Floating Point Unit. As its name indicates it's a FPU with the ability to compute vector operations 

such as cross product, vector-matrix transform, matrix multiply and arithmetic operations. 

 

 

A.FPU 

   A Floating-Point Unit (FPU) is a part of a computer system specially designed to carry out operations on floating point 

numbers. Typical operations are addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, square root, and bitshifting. Some systems can 

also perform various transcendental functions such as exponential or trigonometric calculations, though in most modern 

processors these are done with software library routines. 

 

 
Fig.1 Internal Architecture of FPU 

 

   FPU stands for Floating Point Unit. The FPU is designed in order to perform the operations. Its internal design includes a 

specific block capable of performing the exponential function, which is the basis of the kernel employed by the SVM classifier. 

The addition of this block, as part of the VFPU, is necessary to solve the algorithm in a real time. 

 

   Implementing floating-point arithmetic in hardware can solve two separate problems. First, it greatly speeds up 

floating-point arithmetic and calculations. Implementing a floating-point instruction will require at a generous estimate at least 

twenty integer instructions, many of the conditional operations, and even if the instructions are executed on an architecture 

which goes to great lengths to speed up execution, this will be slow. In contrast, even the simplest implementation of basic 

floating-point arithmetic in hardware will require perhaps ten clock cycles per instruction, a small fraction of the time a software 

implementation would require. 

 

   FPU performs only the basic arithmetic operation of addition,subtraction,multiplication,division,exponential,normalization 

and rounding operations. If any changes in the parameters of system we have to redesigne the whole system or techniques. 

 

   Although the FPU is able to resolve these computations, the time needed for their calculation could be significantly 

accelerated if a vector floating-point unit (VFPU) is used. When operating with vectors, the VFPU increases the throughput by 

reducing both the number of CPU fetches and the number of memory accesses. 

 

B.VFPU Description 

    The internal architecture of VFPU is designed to make the best vector computations based on the execution of a set of basic 

floating-point operations. In this way, these computations can be performed without unnecessary access to the external memory, 

which are used to store temporary results. 
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Fig.2 Data path description for the VFPU 
 

      VFPU consist of register file which is used to read or write the scalar or vector operands and memory addresses and the 

vectors are located at the register file.The register file stores the result provided by the FPU. Memory FIFO reads vectors stored 

from the external memory. Fig 1. Shows the internal architecture of FPU mentioned in data path description as shown in fig 2. 

 

   FPU performs both the arithmetic and exponential operations, executed by using number of clock cycles. VFPU consist of 

control arbiter and two control units. In earlier days VFPU consist of only one control unit. In this paper we use two control 

units UC1(control unit 1) controls the calculation of the exponential operations. UC2(control unit 2) manages the evaluations of 

the exponential operation. Both control units try to access the FPU. Control arbiter is needed to manage the permission. The 

design of VFPU should be performed in real time work. The VFPU design includes two control units that maximize the 

throughput and reduce the number of clock cycles.   

 

III. SIMULATION RESULT 

 

   Using only one control unit the exponential function (including the accumulation) are solved in 312·TCLK and 41· CLK, 

respectively as shown in fig.3. However, if both operations are launched in parallel, the execution time is mainly dominated by 

the calculation of exponent, which is  a longer operation.                                       

 

   Using two control unit the exponential function (including accumulation) are solved in 312·TCLK, respectively as shown in 

fig.4.  

 

 

 

 
    

Fig.3 VFPU Operation by using Only One Control Unit 
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Fig.4 VFPU Operation by using Two Control Unit 

 

 

IV.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

   In order to prove our aim Xilinx has been selected for  implementation. The clock cycle reduction is done by using two 

control units of VFPU. The control units of VFPU is designed from the verilog behavioral modeling of Hardware Description 

Language. The UC1 consist of  basic arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication operation executed by using 

4 clock cycles and exponential operation executed by using 37 clock cycles. UC2 consist of exponential operation and addition 

operation. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

   This paper gives the design and implementation on xilinx. It also describes a generic architecture of VFPU that solves the 

vector floating-point computations. Additionally, the architecture provides a high flexibility, which allows the quick adaptating 

the parameters. It design includes two control units that reduce the number of clock cycles. 
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